Bosse wrote his diary largely in German, but some of it was in English. The German has been translated by Birgit Laramie, M.A. (Adjunct Lecturer in German, Moravian College, Lehigh University, and Lafayette College). Annotations are by Birgit Laramie and Peter Langman, Ph.D. Bosse wrote the dates numerically according to European usage; we have spelled them out for clarity. A few minor spelling and punctuation corrections were made to improve readability.

[10 August 2006]

Of all the lives in this world, apparently mine is the only one that’s meaningful. And that’s the truth . . . when you look at people today, you only see empty bodies, all dressed up and dolled up to the max but that is only the shell. Inside, it is empty. We only live to produce ourselves. We downright market ourselves. Every person wants to sell the product “I” as something wonderful, and because one person is dumber than the other, it works great. Whoever doesn’t want to go along with it, stands alone. I say: “Fuck you!”

Why do people have such a hard time taking things the way they are, I mean why don’t my parents, my aunt, or whoever else accept my Mohawk? Why do people not accept my appearance? They think to themselves: “Why can’t he run around normally?” But can you tell me what “normal” is? Is there a book or a homepage somewhere that commands you to act normal, including an explanation on what “normal” is? HARDLY LIKELY! SO, STOP WITH YOUR HARDCORE CONSERVATIVE Attitude and finally accept that: “Normal” is I! Everybody defines “normal” differently, everybody defines it for himself or herself!

Is it too much to ask to be left alone? Are we condemned today, if we don’t want to know anything about anything, but rather want to live OUR lives? Yes! Because then the fucking cops come and bag you up! Own opinion . . . hasn’t been allowed anymore for a long time. Miserable state! Miserable planet! Miserable life!

[13 August 2006]

Shit! I feel as if I’m about to croak! My heart hurts so terribly, that I am bent over because of the pain.

[19 August 2006]

Imagine you are in your old school, imagine the trench coat covers all your tools for justice, and then you throw the first Molotov cocktail, the first bomb. You are sending your most hated place to hell!
[25 August 2006]

Soon we are on our way to OP\(^1\) Black Ede 2, if I croak on my way there (about 5 hours) or during OP, these should be my last words: I hate the human race, except for myself and my family!

[14 September 2006]

School shooting in Montreal\(^2\) Quote n24\(^3\) “... the police rules out a terrorist attack ...” without obligation, doesn’t that show again what kind of losers are working there?

[18 September 2006]

We don’t live in a democracy! We are well on our way to a dictatorship! Except for the brown\(^4\) fools in Dresden, we are surrounded by fascist pigs every day! If you compare today’s apparatus of state with Hitler’s, then you will notice very quickly, that what they want to sell as politics here is old soup in new cans. Let’s only look at the Nazis’ concentration camps ... that’s the same shit as prisons. Who ended up in the camps? The so-called political enemies. And who ends up in prisons today? The so-called political enemies! You are already their enemy when you park in the wrong parking lot, then they force you to pay money. Shit! I am allowed to park where ever I want! Democracy = government of the people. Shit, can you tell me where people rule? Every 4 years maybe, when we have the choice between shit, shit, and real shit? This fascist country needs riots and street fights, until this miserable government is overthrown!

[Symbol for anarchy]

And essentially what did the SS, the SA do back then? They locked up people when they were against the government. And the cops today? They do the same!

And then there would still be our beloved school ... to be compared to the Hitler Youth. You undergo brain washing without noticing it. You are pounded with what is good and what is bad ... in their eyes. Whoever fights back, ends up in the concentration camp ... pardon, in the joint!

[26 September 2006]

ERIC HARRIS

Probably the most reasonable boy that a shitty high school can offer ... pff ... ERIC HARRIS IS GOD! There is no doubt.

It is scary how similar Eric was to me. Sometimes it seems as if I were to live his life again,

---

1. OP in German typically refers to surgery, as in “operation.” In this case, however, it apparently refers to a military operation. The meaning of Black Ede 2 is unknown. Bosse also used OP in an earlier journal that he kept online.

2. Bosse is referring to the attack by Kimveer Gill at Dawson College, Montreal, on September 13, 2006.

3. n24 is a German news channel.

4. In Germany, the color brown is associated with right-wing nationalistic parties aligned with neo-Nazi ideology.
as if everything would repeat itself. I am not a copy of REB, VoDKa, Steinhäuser, Gill, Kinkel, Weise or anybody else! I am the advancement of REB! I learned from his mistakes, the bombs. I learned from his entire life.

Primary Targets:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fabian Tillack</th>
<th>Frau Höllen</th>
<th>Oliver Feldhaus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sebastian Jansen</td>
<td>Herr Bürger</td>
<td>Daniel Feldhaus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Siegbert</td>
<td>Stefan Deuschner</td>
<td>Hannes Söllner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henning Schuhammer</td>
<td>Maren Schröder</td>
<td>Sultan Ruholl</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Primary Target – Building:

GSS

1. Fabian Tillack
2. Max Feld
3. Henning Schumann

[18 October 2006]

It doesn't matter what you do in your life, everything is fading! RX! Even my attack on GSS is undone someday! I wish I could turn back this frigging time, and start from the beginning with the knowledge I have now. But even if I could, it wouldn't change anything about the state and the government. I hate this damn country! I want to be free! “Death or freedom”

The state of affairs:

Today 1 kg of sulfur was bought, to produce gun powder
In the following days, a 12 gauge shotgun, and a .45 pistol will be bought.
Timed bombs are being built next week!

Planned arsenal: .22, .45, 12 gauge shotgun, 15 pipe bombs, 2 or 3 of them are timed bombs, 10 Molotov cocktails, 10 smoke grenades, 1600 ml of pepper spray, 1 liter of formic acid 85%, machete, knives, Toufac CO2 pump gun and enough ammunition for the weapons!
Perhaps still ammonium nitrate, I could get tons of this fucking stuff for free, but I don't have the opportunity to experiment with it.

Before any one of you claims that I am Harris' or anybody else's copycat, you should think about it for a moment: Is a priest in a small village only the pope's “copycat”? No! Of course not! He believes in the same thing as the pope, but he doesn't copy him. He looks at things the same. Like the fucking pope, he is part of a whole.

Don't you dare have any of these spiritual dick-faces open their mouths at my funeral! THERE IS NO FUCKING GOD

But how was the world created … I always thought that at one time or another, 2 substances,

---

5 REB was Eric Harris's nickname. VoDKa was Dylan Klebold's nickname. The four last names are those of other school shooters: Robert Steinhäuser (26 April 2002, Germany); Kimveer Gill (13 September 2006, Canada); Kip Kinkel (21 May 1998, USA); Jeffrey Weise (21 March 2005, USA).

6 GSS is the Geschwister Scholl School. This was the school Bosse graduated from.

7 RX stands for ResistantX. This was Bosse's nickname online.
or more, mixed, and then, very slowly, one thing resulted from another. But I have absolutely no idea where the hell these 2 substances were supposed to have come from!

[The remainder of the journal was written in English:]

[6 November 2006]

Right now I’m holding a 12 Gauge Alarm Patrone in my godly hands! It’s filled with circa 90 grain ass kickin’ black powder, which I need for my muzzle loader guns. On November 17, 20 or 21 I will blow up that fucking piece of shit school! This is a war. The whole World against RX!

My weapons are: – .22 Single Shot rifle (sawed off)
12 Gauge muzzle loader Shotgun (sawed off)
.45 muzzle loader Pistol
Bootknife
Machete
Pepperspray
Smokegrenades (10)
Pipebombs (8)

In the following days I will build more pipebombs, molotov cocktails and self made smoke grenades!

[13 November 2006]

Today I passed the point of no return. I shot my muzzle-loaders the first time and fuck – THAT SHIT WORKS! This sawed off Shotgun kicks ass man …

Also I got 10 more .22 bullets, which makes a total of 48 .22’s. 20.11.2006 will be my big ass ENDING!

[16 November 2006]

I just gave S!lent my g3SAS with all its stuff. He probably think I’m an Idiot because all that stuff costs new more than 400Euro! But hey … I don’t need my Baby anymore! I did my biggest AS Games with my g3! It’s better to give it to a TASTE Member than sell it to any Idiot!

[17 November 2006]

In 3 days it’s all over. People will be lying dead on school grounds, the school will be burning and my brain will be blown out! I just went to GSS to see if everybody will be there when this shit starts. And YES! They will!

I’m not fucking psycho! It’s not Airsoft or music that make me killing people, it’s you! Airsoft helped my to hit what I’m aiming! Music helped me when I was fuckin’ down!

All I want now is killing, hurting and scaring as much people as possible!

Sometimes I write shit in english, because I want everybody to understand what the hell I’m talking about!
This is the last evening I will ever see. I should be happy about all this, but somehow I’m not. It’s my family … They are all good people, and I will hurt them tomorrow. It’s sad, to know I won’t see them again after tomorrow morning. To those I love: I’m very sorry about all this.

I never had a girlfriend, I never kissed a girl … but wait, there was this wannabe Gothic chick … don’t like these … but I was drunk, so fuck that. I’m not gay! I don’t think its a problem if anyone is lesbian or gay, but I’m not. I like Jill, from Resident Evil Apocalypse and 3 Nemesis! That’s why I call my sawed off .22 “Jill”. The 12 Gauge is the “BFG” and the .45 is “Mister Pästerich,” named after Homer Simpsons Gun. I like the Simpsons. I don’t like Comics at all, but I love the Simpsons and my own comics.

Don’t believe shit people will tell after November 20th. For example that Henning Schumann dude … That guy is so stupid it’s not even funny. I thought I was a friend of him a long time ago, but he’s a fucking liar. He hadn’t got real friends because he is just beating everybody … god what a fucking retarded ASSHOLE!

If anybody of my whole big family is a good human, please help my parents, my grandma, my sister and my brother. I love them! And I hate me for hurting them. They are nice and good people!

I hope that other outcasts will be treated better after GSS! And I hope that some of ’em will be like Reb, Vod and Me: A FUCKING HERO!

It’s kinda weird … I’ve been planning/knowing this for a long time, and now it feels like DAAAMN That came quick!

That’s it!